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I was born in Milano, Italy, on 9 February 1989. Like other kids, I first wanted to become an astronaut, then a paleontologist. At some point towards the end of middle
school I was set to become a journalist, so I decided to focus my high school studies
on humanities, and I enrolled the Liceo Classico G. Berchet in Milano. After having successfully learned to translate Latin and ancient Greek texts, in 2008 I found
myself attending Physics at Università Statale di Milano, where I completed both my
Bachelor’s and Master’s degree.
My first project related to Astrophysics was my Bachelor’s thesis, which I completed in 2012 under the supervision of Prof. dr. Marco Lombardi. In the thesis, I
analysed the data of the Herschel satellite, and obtained dust maps of the Pipe Nebula. I continued to work with Marco when, one year later, I started my Master’s thesis.
The project was based on the analysis of the Herschel and WISE data in the Perseus
molecular cloud. The goal was to study the local Schmidt law, that is the relation
between gas density and star formation rate within single molecular clouds. A significant fraction of the thesis was carried out at the University of Vienna, under the
supervision of Prof. dr. J. Alves.
After my graduation, I started to look for a PhD in Italy. In October 2014, I won a
position in Milano, although not in Astrophysics. I thus decided to resign and I started working as a supplementary physics and maths teacher at the Istituto Orsoline di
Saronno. At the same time, I applied for PhD positions in Germany and the Netherlands. As a result, in April 2015 I landed in Schipol with a 32 kg suitcase, and took
the first of many trains to Leiden. Under the guidance of Dr. Anthony Brown and
Prof. dr. P.T. de Zeeuw, I used the first Gaia data releases to study the star formation
history of the Orion region, the three dimensional structure of the solar neighbourhood, and the kinematic properties of young, early-type stars, looking for runaway
star candidates. I presented my work in conferences in Europe and in the US. In 2016
I also attended the 11th Heidelberg IMPRS Summer School on astrostatistics and data mining. Besides my research work, during my years at the Sterrewacht I served
as a teaching assistant for the course "Project management for scientists", taught by
Prof. dr. C. Keller, and organised the master’s student colloquia with Dr. J. Hodge.
I also had the opportunity to organise the PhD talks in 2017 as well as the Borrel in
2017/2018.
In early 2019 I accepted a post-doc position in Heidelberg, to work with HansWalter Rix on the preparation and exploitation of the SDSS-V survey of young stars.
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